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ABSTRACT 
This repork is a tutorial exposition of the class of 
inertial navigation systems which instrument an inertially 
nonrotating coordinate frame. 
possible types of system mechanizations is followed by a 
discussion and error analysis of self-contained alignment 
schemes. Stabilization of the vertical error is investigated. 
Perturbation methods are used to derive linear error 
equations which apply to a high performance vehicle such as 
the Supersonic Transport. 
of: 
A detailed discussion of the 
The error sources treated consist 
1. Altimeter uncertainty 
2. Deflection of the vertical 
3 .  Accelerometer uncertainty and scale factor error 
4.  Gyro drift 
5. Initial misalignment error 
6 .  Initial condition errors 
The error equations are solved for the case of constant 
gyro drift and altimeter uncertainty. 
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SPACB STABILIZED SYSTEM 
L 
I. Introduction 
The space stabilized inertial navigator is a semi-analytic 
system instrumenting the inertial frame, which in practical 
systems can be taken to be earth centered and nonrotating 
with respect to inertial space. 
The three types of system mechanizations, geometric, semi- 
analytic, and strapdown all mechanize the same equations 
and basically exhibit the same modes of cscillation if 
excited. They have in common the property that they: 
1. Measure - f (specific force) 
2.  Instrument a reference frame 
3.  Have some knowledge of gravity 
4 .  Integrate in some fashion the specific force 
components. 
The choice of which mechanization to use, is strongly in- 
fluenced by the availability of the equipment with which 
to implement the design. 
The gepmetric system was the first practical system be- 
cause the navigational information was available in analog 
fashion directly from the gimbals. 
system, or semi-analytic system which instruments the 
geographic frame appears next. 
were originally performed by an analog computer and cal- 
culations involved in computing G, - 
Ticre ''trans farmed- a w q .  -h i  2Ligning tlie axLISo:ueter axes 
in the local horizontal plane. 
The local vertical 
The necessary computations 
qr-ayitational f led&, 
The development of high speed digital computers, which 
could be packaged in a reasonably sized space, has opened 
the door to the other type of semi-analytic system which 
- 2 -  
id 
analptic or strapdown system with its very large capacity 
computer. The strapdown system, because it imposes a very 
large dynamic range on the instruments, does not yet challenge 
the two' typas of szmi-analitie sysk - ,~ : -  f r o n i  an accuracy' 
standpoint. Rapid advances in component development may soon 
overcome this limitation. 
the topic of this paper. Further down the road is the 
An inertial frame of reference is one in which Xewton's Laws, 
expressed in their simplest form, can be used to describe the 
dynamic behavior of a body. 
and unaccelerated with respect to the "fixed" stars qualifies 
as an inertial frame 
Any frame which is nonrotating 
Consider the vector output of an ideal set of accelerations 
whose sensitive axes are mutually orthogonal. 
Second Law the output from such an instrument package is given 
by the difference between the inertially referenced accelera- 
tion and the net gravitational accelerations at the instru- 
ment's location: 
From Newton's 
i .. a fa = C.(R - CG ) 
k-k -1 - - 
where : 
a c .  % 
-1 
Coordinate transformation matrix relating the iner- 
tial axes to accelerometer axes. 
Inertially referenced acceleration. 
Gravitational acceleration at instrument location 
due to the kth body in the universe. 
Non field specific forces exerted on the instruments. 
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Because the inertially referenced position vector, c H', involves 
galactic distances, it is convenient to refer the accelero- 
meter outputs to an earth centered frame which is nonrotating 
relative to the fixed stars. 
frame, which is located at the earth's center of gravity, is 
in free fall and that the output of the accelerometer triad 
wouid be zero at this point. 
Note that the origin of this 
The vector substitution 
where : 
P ' L  - 
is made in 
Vector from hypothetical inertial frame origin 
to instrument location. 
Vector from earth centered frame origin to instru- 
ment location. 
Vector from hypothetical inertial frame origin to 
the earth's center of gravity. 
Eq (1) yielding: 
i .. a **  fa = c.(r + p - CG - -1 .- - k-k 
Since the earth is in free fall, however, 
.. 
p - CGL = 0 
- k . 
where : 
G' 'L Gravitational acceleration at earth's center of 
mass due to all of the k bodies excluding that 
of the earth itself. 
-k 
Thus : 
Since excludes the effect of the earth, 
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where : 
k’ ‘L summation over a l l  bodies of universe except the 
earth. 
- d ‘L gravitational acceleration at the instrument loca :ion 
due to the earth alone. 
E2riatic.h ( 4 )  shows tl-at the effect of all of the other bodies 
in the universe on the instrument output appears as a term wdch 
is the difference between the gravitational acce1erati.cn at 
the center of the earth and that at the instrument location. 
Fortunately, these difference terms are on the order of 10” .€J 
for the bodies in .ti=, universe causing the largest effect, name- 
ly the moon and the suno Thus, for instruments whose reso1u.a 
tion does not extend down to earth G’s, which is the case 
for practical instruments, the output of the accelerometer triad 
can be approximated as: 
.. 
fa = C ? < r  - - G ) i  -1 - - (5) 
Equation ( 5 )  points out the inportant fact that the vector oat- 
put of an accelerometer t r i a d  will be proportional to the non- 
field specific force, coordinatized in the particular frame 
that happens to be mechanized. 
Since the manipulation of - f, the specific force, is crucial 
in distinguishing between the various system mechanizations, 
it will be well to review its form in the various coordinate 
frames that will be used. Figure (1) illustrates the coordi- 
nate frames. If the instrumented frame is nonrotating rela- 
tive to inertial space, Ca is a constant matrix and -1 
i i i i c f a = f  = r  - c ,  --a - - - 
Since it is seen from Fig. 1 that, in x-y-z inertial coordinates, 
Ir COS L COS A I  
Y 
ri = r cos L sin x 
g 
g 4 I r sin L j - L 
- 5- 
where : 
L = geocentric latitude 
X = celestial longitude 
9 
it is evident that t w o  integrations of the gravity-compensated 
accelerometer signals will yield the position vector, - r, in the 
inertial frame. If, however, the geographic frame is instrumented, 
a more complicated expression results: 
The local geographic frame is also shown in Fig. 1. 
(x,y,z)%INERTIAL 
INERTIALLY FIXED %GEOCENTRIC 
(xe I Ye I ze 1 WARTH 
REFERENCE 
MER1 DIAN 
(N , E, 2 )  %GEOGRAPHIC 
GREENWICH 
EARTH FRAME f~~ERIDIAN 
/ 
Fig. 1 Q, Coordinate Frame Geometry 
Now the relationship between the inertial and geographic frames 
is given by: r i = c  i n  r 
-n - - 
Differentiating with respect to time: 
;i = ci ;n + ti rn = 
-n - -n - 
But it can be shown that: 
i *n n *i c (r + gi cn fn) -n - 
. -. 
WE I z 0 -0 0 OWN % 
where the elements of the skew-symmetric matrix, 
of elements of the angular velocity of the geographic frame rela- 
tive to the inertial frame, coordinatized in geographic axes. 
are composed 
- 6 -  
C. 4 r$ '* = 
-1 - .  
I * Thus : 
9 
4 g (3 9 
- 2 ~  5: ..i sin L~ + 2ik cos L + ri cos L g.. 4 
' 2  -C + r  c + r i2 cos2 L 
*i i *n r = c,(r + 8" rn) - -in - 
Differentiating again yields: 
a? P) 5 + L;;Ln - i "n On n ii = c (r + 28" in + -n - -in - - 
Thus for case of geographic frame representation: 
For a body mounted or strapdown system, this above equation 
is valid with b replacing n. 
complicated function of time, and thus the transformation 
is usually made to either the inertial or + , o ~ ? : ~ , - , : , ~ ~  frames 
before proceeding, 
The vector - rb is generally a 
- 
If, for instance, the accelerometer triad were mounted along 
the axes of a local geocentric frame: 
0 isin L -i 
g g 
-isin L 0 &os L 
ZI 9 
xcos L 0 
g 9 
t 
, 
, 
- 
Thus, the expression for specific force in geocentric axes 
would be given by: .. . i f' = -.I C ? ( r l  - - - G ) 
- 7 -  
11. Description of System 
I All space stabilized systems have at least one feature in conr 
. 
I 
mon, they instrument the inertial frame. Thus, the component3 
of the specific force vector are available, but coordinatize3 
in the instrumented inertial frame. 
given by Eq ( 5 )  a s  
The specific force is 
f a  = ca(2 - G f ) - -1 - A 
One of the more obvious procedures one might try in order to 
mechanize a navigation system would consist of immediately 
transforming these specific force components into the local 
geographic frame and proceeding exactly as one would with a 
local vertical system, but with the platform torquing replaced 
by mathematical updating of the C. matrix. The following sketch 
illustrates this mechanization. 
n 
-1 
3FCF:T 6ZrMETER 
.-, 
TRIAD 
3 SPACE 
n COMPENSATION - i ,ni -+!+ f i I---. I ? ,  - 
I'
ALI GNlLIENT 
PlATRIX 
t 
L 2, GZOGWHIC LATITUDE 
& % TERRESTRIAL LONGITUDE 
& = X + R ' - w  t 
0: ie. 
F i g .  2 Computation in cJeojrapiiic . coordinates. 
Analysis would proceed in a manner similar to that of the 
local vertical systeril developed in Ref. (1). Although the 
above procedure is the most obvious, it might be unnecessari- 
ly complex since Coriolis computations are involved in com- 
puting the system position. 
if one notes, 
A simpler design can be conceived 
- 8 -  
as was done in the introduction, that the geocentric position 
vector, coordinatized in inertial coordinates, is gkven by: 
Thus, it is seen that if position is conputed in inertial co- 
ordinates, then position information in latitude and longitude 
is readily avaialble. 
Of course, if one needs ground speed information, Coriolis 
must be brought into the calculations, but at t h e  velocity 
level. T h e  functional block diagram for this system is shown 
in Fig. 3 .  
4 
INTEGRATO 
~OMPUTER 1% 
r % COMPUTED POSITION 
-C 
Fig. 3 Computation in inertial coordinates. 
Because navigational information is obtained at the posi- 
tion level, no Coriolis compensation is necessary. However, 
the penalty is paid of having to computethe gkavitation'al . 
f i e l d  vector explicitly. 
- 9 -  
A third variation would be svailable if the accelerometer 
outputs were proportional to velocity rather than accelera- 
tion. This is the case for an important cl.ass of accelero- 
meters called P.I.G.A.'s (pendulous integrating gyro accelero- 
meters). 
The functional block diagram for this system is shown in Fig. 4 .  
Fig. 4 Conputation in inertial coordinates using 
velocity data. 
Except for possible differences in performance between inte- 
grating and non-integrating accelerometers, the systems shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4 behave identically. As will be shown in the 
error analysis, if the computation is performed in geographic 
CoordinatesrFig. 2), certain aspects of the error response 
are significantly different. Gther variations and schemes 
are, of course, also conceivable. 
- 16 - 
111. Alignment I 
The alignment procedures for the space stabilized system are 
The problem boils down to finiiing the transformation between 
the accelerometer frame and the inertial frame. This trans- 
formation is ideally time invariant (zero gyro drift). We 
can visualize t h e  transformation as takiny place in three 
8 teps : 
I somewhat different from that of the local vertical system. 
I 
! 
1. The first transformation is from accelerometer 
axes to platform axes. c: 
to local geographic axes. 
to inertial axes. gt 
2. The second transformation goes f0om platform axes 
3 .  The final transformation is from geographic axes 
-I? 
t which can be visualized as follows: 
Once determined, the matrix product never changes, since thz 
accelerometer and inertial axes are assumed to be nonxotatiag. 
The concern herein will be directed toward exposition of 
means of self alignment. 
other alignment methods is found ir, Ref. 2 .  
A summary and error analykis of 
A. Analytic Alignment 
It is possible to align mathematically (analytic gyrocompassing) 
via simple measurement of t w o  vectors; namely, the vehicle angu- 
2cr rste vector, - tu, ar.d the specifdc force vector,f. - 
- 11 - 
Vehicle angular  ra te  can be measured by monitoring t h e  q i r 3 a l  
a:l?rls sj,gfial ;c.ner=.tor; 
measured by t h e  accelerometers.  
var iance  of vec to r  lengths  through l i n e a r  coord ina te  t r ans -  
formations,  
and s p e c i k i c  f o r c e  i s ,  of course,  
Thus, because of t h e  in-  
or i n  mat r ix  no ta t ion ,  t h e  square of t h e  length  is  given by: 
The above t w o  equat ions i m p l i c i t l y  c o n t a i n  t h e  six d i r e c t i o n  
cos ines  which spec i fy  the t ransformation.  For symmetry w e  
can  d e f i n e  a t h i r d  v e c t o r  v = f x - .  w .  - - 
We then  have r e l a t i o n s h i p s :  
But 
Theref ore . .  
- 12 - 
L 
Tnus , 
a T  ci = (k! 1 -a 
Without any loss of gene ra l i t y  t h e  l e f t  hand matr ix  can be 
p a r t i t i o n e d  y i e l e ing :  
Premult iplying by t h e  inverse of t h e  
y i e l d s ,  
l e f t  hand bracketed term 
i T  a T  Now (f - ) I (si)T and (viIT - are known a p r i o r i  w h i l e  (f - ) , 
mat r ix  i s  uniquel$ def ined provided t h e  inve r se  ind ica t ed  
above e x i s t s .  The  inverse  w i l l  e x i s t  providing t h a t  no t w o  
rows are equal  o r  i n  constant  ra t io .  T h i s  c o n s t r a i n t  r u l e s  
out  t h e  use  of t h e  a n a l y t i c  alignment procedure a t  t h e  e a r t h ' s  
poles s i n c e  Bie and ;f a r e  i n  cons t an t  ra t io  tit t h a t  point .  
and ( v ~ ) ~  - are measured q u a n t i t i e s .  Thus? the alignment 
-13- 
, 
A Kasper (Ref. 2 )  shows that for fixed base alignment, the analytic 
scheme can compare favorably with the existing optical alignment 
methods. Because the presence of angular vibrations and accelera- 
tions that one would encounter in a practical alignment applica- 
tion would yield an instantaneous alignment matrix which could 
differ considerably from the average alignment mntrix, a scheme 
which would average the present determination of the matrix with 
past determinations is called for. If the statistics of the base 
motion are known, then an optimum filtering scheme can be devised 
to deternine the alignment matrix. This filtering could never- 
theless result in an initial misalignment error when the system 
is switched to the navigation node. Nevertheless, the analytic 
scheme provides a rapid means of obtaining a crude alignment 
matrix. 
An error analysis for this alignment scheme which takes into 
account the effects of instrument uncertainties and base motion 
uncertainties is not readily amenable t.o analytic methods. An 
analysis amenable to computer solution is developed as follows: 
Equation (7 )  is written in this  f o r m :  
= M M  - -  ( 8 '  I 
where 
The elements of this M - matrix depend on the computational frame 
only (in this case, the inertial frame)and are thus free of 
error. 
the measurement and instrument uncertainties. Thus, Eq ( 8 ' )  
The elements of the - N matrix, on the other hand, contain 
is rewritten: 
= M(N - -  + 6N) - c,' 
where 
a' % the computed accelerometer frame 
6N - % the 3x3 measurement uncertainty matrix % 
6fx 6f 6fZ Y 
6wx bw 6 w z  Y 
- 6vx 6 v  Y 6vz 
-14- 
6 
Thus : 
Ci --a' = M NII + - - -  (E  M 8N] - -  
-1 = Ci[I + E 6 r y  -a - 
The matrix - N-l 6N - will necessarily be of the skew symmetric form 
if the lengths of the measured vectors and the angles between them 
are required to be 9 constant, -% vY I i 
where the vk, k = x, y, z misalignment angles are readily calcula- 
ble functions of the measurement uncertainties. 
B. Physical Gyrocompass Alignment 
The coordinate transfornation between local geographic axes and 
platform axes can be found by physical gyrocompassing, in which 
case the Cn transformation matrix is physically driven to be the 
unit matrix. 
following observations: 
-a 
The physical instrumentation is motivated by the 
1. 
2. 
An ideal uncomanded space integrator (servo-driven gyro 
stabilized platform) will remain nonrotating with respect 
to inertial space. 
If the gyro input axes are physically aligned with geographic 
axes (north, east, and down), then the system will remain 
aligned if the gyros are torqued at a rate proportional to 
Earth rate. 
L 
- 15 - 
L 3 .  If the platform is level (north and east gyro axes lying 
in the local horizontal plane) but not quite stabilized 
in azimuth, the platform will rotate about the east axis 
with a rate: 
. 
cos L z W i e  EE = E 
where 
Z E 'L angular rate about east axis 
€ 2  % azimuth misalignment 
w 'L earth rate ie 
4 .  Since the signal from the east level sensor is proportional 
to the above azimuth misalignment, then that signal can 
theoretically be m e a  to drive the azimuth error to zero. 
Conceptually then, one could mechanize a gyroccmpass by: 
1. 
2.  Providing tight l e v e l  control. 
3.  
Supplying earth rate commands to the space integrator. 
Providing azimuth nulling via the east level sensor. 
Consider the following form for an acceleroneter 
coupled gyrocompass. 
--PHYSICAL COUPLING -, ,.-.---e 
INSTRUMENTED 
I AZIMUTH 
a 
-PHYSICAL COUPLING 1- - ,- - - *  - - 
-16- 
L 
Gyrocompassing schemes of the above type are capable of very 
high accuracies. 
To analyze the effect of component uncertainties on system 
performance, assume that the platform axes are almost coincident 
with the 10ca.l geographic axes. If we define error angles 
E ~ ,  cE, and E resulting from poSitive rotations of the platform d 
axes relative to geographic akes, then the transformation between 
geographic and platform axes is given by: 
r 7 
where 
1 
-€Z "E 1 1 
cn = 1 -EN = (2 + E) -n ' E z  
I 
- E
- I 2, identity matrix 
n' % instrunented geographic axes 
n a true navigational axes. 
a skew symmetric matrix of misalignment angles 
Now the angular velocity of the platform axes with respect to 
inertial space is given by: 
- gin' - Win + EnnI 
Coordinatizing in platform axes: 
n' + w  n' n' gin' = c an -n -in -nn' 
where L is geographic latitude. 
- 17 - 
- -” 
w cos I; + -wie sin L + cN 
sin L + cE 
i 
- € z  wie cos L - ‘IJ Wie 
i- ie 
WE( = 
0 
i 
The above expression must be equal to the commanded angdlar 
velocity which consists of the processed level sehsor outputs 
and earth rate commands. Thus, the comarded angular velocity 
is given by: 
- I  - 
O 
w sin L 1.  s + %  ie 
i-, I ie sin L s + KE --w ie cos LI FE 
I 
where - 6wn’ ‘L error in the command signal. ‘L {6wN,6wE, 6 w z )  
E N ( 0 )  + 6WN 
= E E ( 0 )  + GE 
N o t e  that it is being assume6 that the earth rate terms are 
being supplied exactly. Note also that the signs n f ’ s j X s I .  
an2 Xx have - been. chosen tc, drive the i. term to zero. Equating: 
or 
-18- 
where S denotes the Laplace operator and the super bar denotes a 
Laplace transformed variable. 
Now the error angular velocity command rate is caused by gyro and 
level sensor uncertainties. 
N, E, ahd 2 gyros: (u)w,, (u)w,, a:, and (u)w, respectively: and the 
level sensor uncertainties fo r  the north and east level sensors 
(u) cN and (u) respectively. 
C a l l  the qyro drift uncertainties for 
The signal flow diagram for this system is drawn: 
Fig. 5 Signal Flow Diagram Q Acceleration Coupled Gyrocompass 
-19- 
L.- ice the determinant associated with the above characteristics 
matrix is given by: 
A = S 3 + (KE + $)S  2 + (KE I$,, + KA wie cos L + Wie% 
+ uie cos L(KA + Wie cos L), 
the matrix equation (9) is readily solved usihg Cramer’s rule. 
The equations are first solve6 for the steady state errors assum- 
ing constant drift rates and level sensor bias by invoking the 
final value theorem: 
lim f ( t )  = lim SF (s) 
t-t- s-to 
Solution yields: 
sin4 L L 
(u)WZ - KA(U)EEl (loc) K~ KN + Oie + uie cos L (KA + uie cos L) 
These equations are summarized in the following chart: 
- 20 - 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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\ 
n 
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3 
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Y 
\ 
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P 
The constants s, RE, and KA are chosen to satisfy a specified 
error budget and to provide adequate response time. 
design emerges from Figure 6 if the gains are chosen as follows: 
A reasonable 
Routh's criteria shows that, in addition, there is no stability 
problem for this system. Note, however, that level sensor 
dynamics, electronic component dynamics, and gyro dynamics have 
been neglected. The combination of high gain in the north loop 
and close coupling in the east-azimuth loop tends to decouple 
the north loop which basically operates in a leveling mode. 
Figure 6 points out the important fact that the sensitivity 
cZ/(u)eE is independent of system gain. Its magnitude of 
, .-.\ 
- 3 m 4  'min / meru drift cos L 
shows that east gyro uncertainty is the limiting factor in gyro- 
compass performance. 
coefficient, special calibration techniques, known as wheel 
speed modulation and east-west averaging, have been developed 
and are discussed in Refs. 3 and 4. 
Because of the magnitude of this error 
-22- 
IV. Gravitational Field Computation 
Since it is necessary to compute gravity explicitly in the space 
stabilized navigation system, it is well to investigate the 
form of the expression. This derivation, which was adapted from 
Ref. 5 ,  is fairly complex and will only be sketched in a brief 
form. 
The gravitational force field, G(x,y,z) - is a vector field which 
is derivable from a scalar function called a scalar potential, 
V(x,y,z). 
to the mass due to the distributed mass of density D(p,B,0)  is 
given by the equation: 
The potential at the point P ( r , @ # A )  which is external 
where 
G 2r Gravitational Constant 
dm ‘L Differential Mass 
% p 2  sin f3 dp dB de 
The distance between - r and dm, 11 - - P I  , is shown by the law of 
cosines to be given by: 
The right hand side of which is recognized as the Legendre generat- 
ing function. 
dm, i-e., r > p ,  
If the potential is evaluated outside of the mass 
- - p1-l can be expanded in power series: 
-1 -1 2 -1/2 2 e cos y )  ~ r - g l  = r  ( 1 + P -  r r2 
2 P 
= r-l[l i-2 r 
2 - f!” - 2 - cos y )  + ?(e- - 2 5 cos VI2 * r2 
2 - 5 (P - 2 E. cos y p  + . . . . . I  16 r2 r 
- 23 - 
3 2 2  P cos y) - 4 -3 cos y + 4 -2 2 4 1 P  = r-1 I; + e cos - - - 
6 P 5 4 2  
r r2 r3 
r r r r 
- 6 -5 cos y + 12 p4 cos - =(;6 r r 
2 
3 3 y - 8 p3 COS 
-1 P - 1 P  = r [1 + - cos y + - ( 3  cos y - 1) + cos y (5 cos y - 3 )  
y)  +..j 
2 3 2 
f ... I 
which can be written a5 a series of Legendre polynomials: 
Thus 
Now P (cos y )  can be expanded in terms of +,&e, and X in 
accordance with the addition theorem for spherical harmonics, 
which yielzs a potential function of the form: 
k 
where n = 1,2,...., 
If symmetry exists about t h e  polar axis, z ,  which is the s i tua-  
tion for the reference ellipsoid model, 
b 
~. 
- 24  - 
and the periodic functions in 8 drop out of the potential 
function, which can now Be written: 
The first integral in the above expression is just the total 
attracting mass, while the quantity p cos 6 in the second 
expreshion is recognized as the distance from the equatorial 
plane to dm. Consequently, if the center of attracting mass - 
coincides with the center of coordinates, as it does f o r  the 
reference ellipsoid, then 
and 
A further manipulation is made by mult,plying numerator and 
k denominator by re 
where 
-25- 
The coefficients Jk are determined experimentally by observing 
satellite orbital deviations, for instance. Note that since 
1 3 1 P3(cos 4 )  = $ 5  cos dl - 3 cos $1  = g(5 cos 34 + 3 cos 4 )  
+ 20 cos 24 + 91,  I 
the even harmonics are symmetric about the pole giving rise to 
the oblate terms, while the odd harmonics are anti-symmetric 
giving rise to the so-called pear-shape ternis. 
expression for three terms: 
Writing out the 
2 3 
(5 cos 4 - 3 cos+) ( 3  cos 4 - 1) - - - 4 3 1 J2 re 2 J3 re 2 r  T-- 3 V(r,@) = Gm[- - r r 
4 - - -  J4 Le 
* r  5 (35 cos 0 - 30 cos2 9 + 3) - . . . . I  
It is instructive to take the gradient in spherical coordinates: 
where 
One finds the following maximum values associated with the 
various terms: 
-26- 
G, = - 9 
S 
G = + 3 m g  
rO 
G = -  + 1.5 mg 
Ga =: - 5 IJg 
$0 
+ 
P 
GA = 0 
The g r a v i t a t i o n  vector, G, can be kesohved ,nto t h e  geocen t r i c  
i n e r t i a l  frame by notinu t h a t  cos r$ = 7 and opera t ing  with:  2 
The fol lowing is  obtained:  
Gm 3 =e 2 rz 2 - 
G =  - - -z [i + - J ( ) 2 2 r  13 - ~ ( ~ 1  11, , e < 2 x 1 0 - ~ ~  r 
9 
1 6  f t 3  Gm u- 1 . 4  x 1 0  -
where 
secL 
and 
3 J = 1.6 x z 2  
The va lues  f o r  e following Eqs (11) rep resen t  t h e  m a x i m u m  va lue  
of t h e  error t h a t  i s  incurred i n  neg lec t ing  t h e  higher  o r d e r  
terms. 
order o b l a t e  and pear  shaped terms. 
t h e s e  terms have t y p i c a l  mean 
N o t e  t h a t  t h e s e  expressions do n o t  inc lude  t h e  h igher  
I n  l i g h t  of t h e  f a c t  t h a t  
- 27 - , 
r - - - 2  
values of about 7 vg (4 .85  pg corresponds to a 1 sec uncer- 
tainty in the vertical); the error incurred in the above 
expression for - G is bf-:yo:;c. ii;g+ t::.+>.lution of most instru- 
ments. 
It is important &os to use the expression 
in calculating r in the gravity expressions, 
shown in Section V, such a procedure will result in un- 
stable behavior. Instead, r is calculated as the sum of 
the elliptic geocentric radius and externally supplied 
altitude, h 
As will be 
a' 
r = r  + h  
0 a 
where 
e2(1 - cos 4L)l e r = r,[l - 2 (1 - cos 22) + 16 
0 
semimajor axis - semiminor axis 
and e = earth ellipticity = semimajor axis 
The above expression for ro is accurate to better than one 
foot, an accuracy somewhat in excess of what is needed. 
- 28 - 
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V. Instabilitv alonb the Vertical and its Avoidance 
A. Unstable Mechanization 
This section serves to point out the necessity of ex- 
ternally supplied altitude information in the navigation 
computation. If this navigation computation is done in 
geocentric inertial coordinates (see Fig. 3 )  and if it is 
further assumed that specific force can be measured and 
transformed to the computed inertial frame without error, then 
the differential equation describing the system behavior is 
given by : 
.. 
= r  -c 
where all vectors are assumed to be coordinatized in the 
inertial frame and: 
f QJ true specific force - 
G QJ computed gravitational field vector --c 
r % computed position vector. -c 
Now if no altitude information is available, the gravi- 
tational field vector is computed from: 
QJ E 
-35 G (r ) = - - G m r  = -  -c-c 3 - c  
rC 
Equation (13) is the vector form of Eq (11) with the higher 
order terms neglected. Since it is assumed that specific 
forec can be measured and transformed to the computed iner- 
- 29 - 
t i a l  frame without  e r r o r ,  
where 
- r Q a c t u a l  system p o s i t i o n  vec to r  
- G % a c t u a l  g r a v i t a t k n a l  f i e 1 4  vec to r  
S u b s t i t u t i n g  (13) and ( 1 4 )  i n t o  (12 )  y i e l d s :  
= r  E - G - 7 5  E --c - 
r 
C 
Next d e f i n e  t h e  variational parameter 
(15) 
which can be i n t e r p r e t e d  as t h e  svstem p o s i t i o n  error, i.e., 
t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  between t h e  computed p o s i t i o n  v e c t o r  and t h e  
a c t u a l  p o s i t i o n  vec to r .  
If (16) is s u b s t i t u t e d  into (15) t h e  following is obtained:  
2 2 -3/2 -3'2 = (1: [ (r + 6r) (r + 6 r )  I + 2 8r-r + b r  - -  - - -
- 
Q Thus .. E 8r-r E E b r  = - G - - r + 3 - 
r r r r 
8r - . -  3 -  .3 - r=c-- 3 -
- 30 ;- 
I .  
E r , then: -3- Since G = - r - 
where 
u2 4 E = 151 % square of t h e  system n a t u r a l  frequency 3 -  ' r  which can be associated w i t h  t h e  Schuler  
- r frequency. i = -  
-r r 
Now : 
i x (Lr x 6 r )  = i (i -6r) - 6 r ( i  *i ) -r 
i (ir*%) = 6r - A 6 r  -r 
-r -r _I -r -r - -
or 
- - -  
where A - is  t h e  3 x 3 s ingu la r  matr ix:  
Thus Eq (17) becomes: 
or  
where I is t he  i d e n t i t y  matrix. - 
(I 
B =  - 
- 31 - 
S S T  P r 
r r  - 3 w 2  xy 
d Introducing the operator notation p = x, Eq (19) can be 
written as: 
where : 
Because the elements 
r r  - 3w2 y 
' r  
r r  2 x z  
r - 3ws 2
r r  2 r - 3w2 -+- 2 p + u; - 3w2 _y. 
s r2 ' r  
2 
- 3w* - Y p 2 . u  2 - 3 w  2 - =z 
r2 - 
r r  
r2S 
of - B are time varying, a closed form 
solution of (20) is not readily obtained. It is poss ib le ,  
however, to observe that the system is unstable by exami- 
ning the determinant of the coefficient matrix: 
We see that the system characteristic equation has poles 
in the right half plane, giving rise to egponential growth. 
To estimate the magnitude of error growth, consider the 
system to be operating Bt the 
r = {r,O,O) - 
Then (20) becomes: 
equator with: 
- 
0 0 
n2 c +LL\ S 0 16r -= - 0
2 0 p 2 + w  
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and the x channel behavior is characterized by: 
2 2 (p - 2ws)6rx = 0 
Taking the Laplace transformation: 
yieiding a time response of: 
sinhJzwst 6 i X ( O )  zw, 6rx = 6rx(0) cosh/2’wst + 
.-- , coshJ2 w t = cosh 2 t i 2 - ~  211 after t = - . 
S w S 
Thus 6rx = cosh (8.9) = 3666 . 
6rx (0) 
Thus it is seen that the pc.-:it:ic.n ~~L‘LYX ~ u e  cc,, grows by 
a factor of 3666 in one Schuler period. Clearly, this 
type of behavior cannot be tolerated, and schemes have 
been developed to circumvent this instability. 
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B. Stabilization via use of an Altimeter 
The most obvious solution to the divergence demonstration 
in the previous section is to avoid using the inertially 
computed position vector in calculating the gravity mag- 
nitude. This is accomplished either by calculating the 
gravitational magnitude at a nominal estimated altitude or 
by using continuous, externally obtained, altitude in- 
formation in the calculation. I n  either case, Eq (13) . . :  
takes the form: 
where 
r % Local geocentric earth radius magnitude 
ha % Estimated height above the reference earth 
0 
model's surface. 
Substituting Eq (21) i n to  (12.1, and defining as above: 
6 r = r  - r  - - c -  
and in addition, the altitude estimation error: 
where 
h % True altitude above the reference surface 
yields, after series expansion where appropriate: 
2 2 6F + w s  6r = + 3ws 6h i -r _. _I 
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Equation (23) reveals that the navigation system has been 
stabilized by the calculation of 
by Eq (21) 
in the manner indicated 
C. Extraction of Altitude Information for Stable System 
Define the inertially computed altitude as: 
and the  error i n  inertially computed altitude as: 
but: 
= r  - r  - h  
C 0 
2 2 1/2 = (r + 2 6r-r + 6r ) - -  
= r(1  + + -  
Substituting into bhc: 
but 
thus 
'L + h * r  
rO 
- 35 - 
The computed ra te  error i s  found by d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  t h e  
above equat ion  wi th  respect t o  t i m e .  It is noted t h a t  t h e  
i n e r t i a l l y  derived a l t i t u d e  error depends d i r e c t l y  on _. 6 r  
and n o t  on h. Thus, s h o r t  t e r m  f i l t e r i n g  is obta ined  as 
i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  t h e  following sketch: 
I -  : 6h, 
ALTITUDE } - &  
I CO? IP UTATI ON 
-.L/ NAVIGATIO 
SYSTEM 
ALTIII'XTER ' i 
LOW ERROR 
PASS 
FILTER 
To determine how e f f e c t i v e  t h i s  s h o r t  t e r m  f i l t e r i n g  is, 
Eq (23) is solved f o r  both a cons tan t  bias i n  altimeter 
error, 6h = cons tan t ,  and a ramp error i n  altimeter error, 
$h = cons tan t .  The ramp error would correspond t o  t h e  s i t u -  
a t i o n  where an a i r c r a f t  is ascending s i n c e  t h e  altimeter 
error w i l l  normally inc rease  w i t h  a l t i t u d e .  The bias error 
would be the l i k e l y  s i t u a t i o n  dur ing  t h e  a i r c r a f t  c r u i s e  
regime . 
I 
I 
\ 
2 S 2 [ c o s ( i o  + W i e ) t  - cos w s t l  
w - (io + Wie) 
S 
e 
( a o  + W .  1 2 w cos L." 
S 4 s i n  est] le 
e [ s i n ( i  + b.. 1 . t  -- w 
S 
2 2 0 l e  . 6r = -
w S - (Eo + Wie) 
i 
- 36 - 
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I n  Eq (23), t h e  u n i t  vec tor  i n  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  of the  geo- 
c e n t r i c  r ad ius ,  coordinat ized i n  i n e r t i a l  coord ina tes  is  
given by : 
'1 
cos L cos x 
4 
i = cos L s i n  
4 
Q 
1 s i n  L -r r 
L 
If w e  d e f i n e  o u r  re ference  frames such t h a t  the  local m e r i -  
d i a n  i s  coinc ident  wi th  both t h e  i n e r t i a l l y  f i x e d  r e fe rence  
meridian and the e a r t h  frame meridian a t  t = 0 ,  then 
A(t=O) = R ( t = O )  - R, = 0 (see Fig. 1). 
of cons t an t  v e l o c i t y  motion a t  cons t an t  l a t i t u d e ,  i = i; 
= cons tan t  f o r  t > 0 ,  and t h e  c e l e s t i a l  longi tude  is g iven  
by : 
Thus for t h e  case 
A = ' io + W i e ) t  
For t h e  bias altimeter error, 6h = 6ho = cons tan t ,  s o l u t i o n  
of Eq (23) yields:  
I s i n  1, (1 - cos w s t )  9 
S u b s t i t u t i o n  of Eq ( 2 5 )  i n t o  Eq ( 2 4 )  and not ing  t h a t  
. *  
' io  + wie)2-i1 2 
s ,  = w  2 
2 I 
w - (io + wie)2  = u2,1 - 
! 
1 S 
" f  w S 
.- 
y i e l d s  : 
2 2 ( io+wie)  
6h, = 36ho11-[sin L g +cos L g c o s ( ~ o + o i e ) t l c o s  w s t -  
w S 
s i n  ( i o + w i e ) t  s i n  w s t )  
Sow for  per iods  of t i m e  on the  order of l/2 hour t h e  s m a l l  
angle  assumption can be  invoked' i n  t h e  above t r igonometzic  
func t ions  without  incur r ing  an erLor of core than about 
t e n  percdnt.  Thus: 
2 2  
6h0 
2 2 , t  
6hC 2 6 
I t  is seen t h a t  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t  i n  t h e  above expression 
reaches u n i t y  a t  t = 11 min., showing t h a t  t h e  i n e r t i a l l y  
derifaed i n d i c a t i o n  of a l t i t u d e  is  more accura t e  than t h e  
altimeter i n d i c a t i o n  for t - < 11 min. As t i m e  i nc reases ,  
however, bh i n c r e a s e s  t o  a va lue  which i s  about s i x  t i m e s  
t h e  altimeter e r r o r .  For t h i s  case the i n e r t i a l l y  derived 
a l t i t u d e  rate, 6Cc, is of course always g r e a t e r  than t h e  
altimeter estimate of ii. 
'L 
C 
For t h e  ramp alt imeter e r r o r ,  cSh = 6 G o t ,  s o l u t i o n  of Eq (23), 
noting as be fo re  t h a t  
b 
6r = -
- 38- 
.- 
cos L Et cos (Ro+wie)t - - * sin ost1 
9 wS i . 
2 (Lo+wie) 
cos L it sin(io+uie)t + 2 [cos WSt'COS (io+wie) tl 1 366c g w 
S 
1 sin L (t - 'G; sin wst) I 
I i - g s -c 
f
-c 
Substituting the above expression into Eq ( 2 4 )  yields: 
(io+wie) 
2 + *  cos2 L g sin(i o +w ie )t[cos w s t  
S w 
- cos (io+wietl 1 
Making the small angle assumptions as before gives: 
6hc = - w 2  t3 6Ao 2 s  (27 )  
Now t h e  inertially derived altitude error will be less than 
the altimeter error u n t i l  
or for periods of time less than about t = 19 minutes. 
rate of change of Eq (27): 
'?he 
inertially derived altitude rate error is given by the tiw 
Thus, the inertially derived altitude rate is more accurate 
Chati the altimeter estimate of 6 fo r  t <11 minutes. 
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VI. Error Analysis 
In this section, the error equations will be derived for the 
following error sources: 
1. Altimeter uncertainty 
2. Deflection of the vertical 
3. Accelerometer uncertainty and scale factor error 
4. Gyro drift 
5. Initial misal gnment error 
6. Initial condition errors 
The conspicuous absence of torquing uncertainty as an error source 
in the space stabilized mechanization is due to the fact that, 
except for the low level gyro compensation torques, the gyro- 
scopes are free of the Earth and vehicle rate torquing commands 
present in local vertical mechanizations. 
the analysis showing that torquing uncertainty is not an impor- 
tnat source of error for the space stabilized system. 
Reference 6 documents 
The analysis which follows utilizes perturbation methods to 
linearize the nonlinear system differential equations. 
bation analysis of this type involves the substitution 
Pertur- 
where 
= computed dependent variable 
= errorless dependent variable 
% 
- w - 60 = error in computed dependent variable 
When the above substitution is made, linear differential 
equations involving only the error quantities emerge. 
error equations, which are simpler in form than 
These 
the original 
-40- 
? 
differential equations, are analytically tractable. It is 
within the framework of this philosophy that products of the 
error variables with other "small" quantities such as the 
earth's ellipticity and higher order terms in the gravitational 
field equations will be neqligibly small and consequently 
will not appear in final error equations. 
author's opinion that this method is to be preferred over 
straight computer sinulation because of the insight gained 
into the system behavior by examining orrly the error response. 
Computer simulation of the nonlinear system equations €or 
selected error sources has confirmed the validity of the 
linearized approach. 
It is the LW: 
A. Error Source Evaluation 
To analyze the effect of these various error sources, one 
proceeds with an evaluation of the basic equation: 
where the computation is being performed in computed geocen- 
tric inertial coordinates (i') and: 
ri' = computed position vector -e 
= computed specific force -c 
Gi = computed gravitational field vector -c 
5: estimated height above reference earth model's ha 
surface. 
-41- 
In Bq ( 2 8 )  the following substitution is made: 
Note that within the framework of first order analysis the 
error vector, _. 6r, can be looked at as being coordinatized 
in either the inertial or computed inertial frames since: 
where - I is the identi-ty matrix and - 8 is a skew symmetric 
matrix, which, when multiplied by the error vector consti- 
tute second order terms. The convention will be adopted to 
treat the error quantities as being coordinatized in the 
inertial frame as is dome in Eq (29). 
1. Altimeter Uncertainty 
The computed gravitational field equations are given by 
Eqs  (11) as: - -I 
C 
C 
C 
C 
. .  E 
(?&,ha) = -- % i' 
C c .. 
C 
r 
- J where 
3 
2 2  J = - J  
z = GKi 
= calculated radius of elliptic earth model r 
OC 
f 
I- 
-42- 
Sebstituting hhe above expression for ro , Eq (291, and 
Eq (22) into ( 3 0 )  there results after so& manipulation: 
where 
Gi = gravitational field vector representing the ellip- -e 
tical earth model 
2 4  E 
(ro + h ) 3  8 the square of the Sditiler frequency w -  S 
li = unit vector in the direcfion of the geocentric -r 
position vector. 
6 h = h  - h  a 
2. De€lection of the Vertical 
If it were possible to specify completely the analytic form 
of the gravitational field equations, the deflection of the 
vertical would not affect the operation of the system in the 
sense of mode excitation. Since the reference maps of the 
earth use a projection based on a reference ellipsoid, the 
system readout would not have the desired correspondence with 
the map coordinates. The approach that is taken in this 
analysis is to take as the grsnrity model the best estimate 
of the reference ellipsoid, accepting as error sources the 
deflection of the vertical terms. If, in the future, it 
becomes possible to define the true gravitational field 
more precisely and to measure it more precisely with the 
accelerometers, a system could be built which is insensitive 
to deflections of the vertical. For the present, if the 
components of the de€lection of the vertical are defined as: 
5 = meridian deflection of the vertical (positive about east) 
n = prime deflection of the vertical(positive about north). 
-43- 
cos L cos L 
r 
59 
0 
a" = - w 
I r 
which are shown on the accompanying sketch, 
NORTH EAST 
c J 
x rn) = zn + - G" = zn + -le w .  x (%toe - n n 
where L is the geocentric latitude 
!3 
L is the geographic latitude 
- 2  r w  ie 
2 
ie r w  
it is seen that 
- 
sin L cos L 
54 
0 
Thus : 
Eg 
-rig = $ + a" ( 3 4 )  
0 
. 
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If ( 3 4 )  is transformed into the inertial frame, an ex- 
pression for the gravitational field vector results which 
includes the deflection of the vertisal terms: 
3 .  Accelerometer Uncertainty and Scale Factor Error 
Because imperfections exist in the accelerometer, the out- 
put of the accelerometer triad is: 
a a  fa = fa + - &fa + A - -  f - - c -  
where 
--c f is the measured specific force 
- f is the specific force 
- 6f is the accelerometer uncertainty 
A - is the diagonal scale factor error matrix: 
where ak is the scale factor uncertainty associated with 
the k- accelerometer, expressed as the ratio of two 
numbers . 
th 
4 .  Gyro Drift 
(36) 
If the nlatform L- is rotating due to the effect of gyro drift, 
the accelerometers will resolve the specific force data 
into a drifting accelerometer frame rather than into the 
. 
-45- 
desired nonrotating frame. The coordinate transformation 
relating the inertial frame to the accelerometer frame is: 
J 
ca = ca cp cP6 
-1 -p -p* -1 
where : 
syo Q transformation between inertial axes and 
platform axes at t = 0. 
CP 
% transformation between platform axes at t = O  
to platform axes (due to T y r o  drift). 
transformation between platform axes and 
accelerometer axes .  
Ca Q, -P 
Since we will not be considering the effect of errors in the 
calibration matrix ca 
T' 
consider the gyro drift as occurring in accelerometer axes. 
That is: 
it is notaticnally convenient to 
ca = cJ. c?l 
-1 -a' -1 (37) 
where : 
a Q accelerometer f r a m e .  
a' 'I, idea l  (nonrotating) accelerometer frame. 
The effect of gyro drift, 2 . e .  -a' C" I can be written as a 
rotation matrix. If the drift is low, then: 
ca = -t gal -a 
where : 
- Da Q skew symmetric matrix associated with the platform 
drift angle, coordinatizod in accelerometer axes. 
Thus, the expression for specific force in accelerometer 
axes is given by: 
-46- 
where - Da has t h e  form: 
and t h e  angles  dk, k = x, y ,  z can  be a s soc ia t ed  with t h e  
d r i f t  about t h e  p o s i t i v e  axes defineti by t h e  inpu t  axes of 
t h  t h e  k- gyro. 
I t  should be pointed o u t  that gyro torquing  unce r t a in ty  
errors cannot be distinguished from the eflCects of gyro 
d r i f t .  
i s  only used t o  provide l o w  l e v e l  cornpcnsation Lorques, t h e  
torquing  induced e r r o r s  arc negligible. 
Since gyro torquing i n  a space s t a b i l i z e d  system 
5. I n i t i a l  Misalignment Error  
As pointed o u t  previously,  the aligfirnent mat r ix  r e so lves  
t h e  accelerometer outputs  into t h e  coinputational frame which 
i s  hopeful ly  co inc ident  with the geocen t r i c  i n e r t i a l  frame. 
-477 
I 
In the notation of this section, the transformation is 
written, ga,. 
then : 
If the matrix is not determined precisely ._ i' 
where 2 is the skew symmetric matrix associated with the 
misalignment error: 
% 
0 
-% 
where ck, k = x, y, z results from a small angle rotation 
about the k- positive inertial axis. th 
6 .  Initial Condition Errors 
The initial condition errors are the initial position 
and velocity errors coordinatized in the computed @eo- 
centric inertial frame: 
These errors will be incorporated into the differential 
equations in the derivation which follows. 
* -48- 
B. Derivation of System Equations 
I 
I 
I 1. Geocentric Inertial Computation Frame 
'The synthesis of the derived error source equations into one 
vector differential equation for the configurations of 
Figs. 3 and 4 can be visualized with the aid of the following 
vector-matrix signal flow diagram: 
Fig. 7 Signal Flow Diagram. 
Starting with Eq. (281,  and following the signal path shown 
in the diagram, it is seen that: 
But from 
and from 
i' 
( 3 9 1 ,  ci (I - + gil 
* 
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Thus if products of error quantities are neglected, 
Substitution of Eqs (29), (31), and (35) into ( 4 3 )  yields: 
(Da + Aa)C.]f a' i 
-1 - + [I - + - zi + Gal - 
Noticing that: I fi = -(Gi - - Gi), the error differential eqia- 
tion is obtained. 
( 4 4 )  
One sees by inspection that the system will behave as a 
forced second order Schuler tuned oscillator. The similari- 
ty transformation is involved in the gyro drift and accelsro- 
meter scale factor terms since the elements of the - D and - A
matrices are coordinatized in platform (accelerometer) axss. 
Note that since no assumptions have been made concerning 
the motion of the system, Eq ( 4 4 )  is valid for arbitrary 
vehicle motion. 
The solution of Eq ( 4 4 )  will be an analytic expression for 
- 6ri. It is obviously still necessary to express the lati- 
tude, longitude, an6 earth referenced velocity errors in 
terms of - 6ri. 
Geocentric latitude is computed from the relationship: 
-50- 
where 
c 
fb 
rC 
Next define 
r z =  C 
r =  
C 
where 
computed geocehtric latitude 
computed position radius polar component 
computed position vector magnitude 
the error quantities: 
L + 6L 
9 g 
r + 6rZ 
r + &r 
z 
error in computed geocentric latitude. 
error in computed position vector magnitude. 
If the error quantities are substituted into the expression 
for sin L 
higher order terms : 
tnere results after expansion and neglecting of 
9 C '  
(6rZ - s i n  L 6r) sec L r 6L = 
where 
L - L  + D  
D = e sin 2L % deviation of normal 
e % earthas ellipticity 
% g  
, 
r -51- 
! 
I There are settbral ways of c a l c u l a t i n g  rc, t h e  computed posi-  
t i o n  vectbr magnitude. If one takes: 
= [r2 + r2 t r 2 ]1/2 
rC xC YC =C 
then  expansion shows tha t :  
6 r  = cos L cos h 6 r x  + cos L s i n  A 6 r  11 + s i n  L b r  L 
1 
Consequently, 
1 
r X 
- s i n  L s i n  A br bL = - ( - s in  L CGS A 5'r + cos L SrZ). Y 
The q u a n t i t y  i n  parenthes is  i s  recognized as t h e  no r th  
p ro jec t ion  of t h e  pos i t i on  error vector :  
Thus : 
bL = - cn 6ri r 91 -1 - 
where 
g1 = { 1 , 8 , 0 )  
If, on t h e  o t h e r  hand, one chooses t o  c a l c u l a t e  rc from: 
rc = ro 
C + ha 
% ca lcu la t ed  local geocen t r i c  e a r t h  r a d i u s  
magnitude. 
% estimated he igh t  above t h e  r e fe rence  e a r t h  ha 
model ' s surf ace. 
r % e a r t h ' s  equatorial r ad ius .  e 
-52- 
Expansion shows t h a t :  
B r  = 6H. 
Consecjbently, 
Comparison of Eqs (55a) 
(44b) 6h - t a n  L 
and (55b) r e v e a l s  t h a t  t h e  l a t i t u d e  
error is free of c e l e s t i a l  longi tude  rste modulation i f  t he  
computed earth r ad ius  i s  ca l cu la t ed  from: 
= ro + ha C 
C 
Unless it is s t a t e d  to  the cont rary ,  however, w e  w i l l  
c a l c u l a t e  t h e  l a t i t u d e  e r r o r  from Eq (55a) which implies:  
r = [r2 + r 2 + rz 2 ]1 /2  
xc YC C C 
Celestial longi tude  is computed from t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p :  
r 
r 
YC 
xC 
t a n  Ac = -
Defining t h e  error q u a n t i t i e s  
= h + b h ,  r = ry + 6 r  r = rx + 6 r x  
YC Y '  XC 
where 
6A 'L error i n  t h e  computed celestial longi tude ,  
and expanding y i e l d s :  
( - s in  x 6rx + cos x 6r 6X = r cos L Y 
-53- 
i R. = -le 
But the quantity in parenthesis is recognized as the east 
projection of t h e  position error vector: 
0 0 ie w 
Thus : 
1 T n 6ri 
r cos L 9 2  si - 63. = 
where: 
E z r t i ~  referenced velocity is found by differentiating the 
expression for the geocentric position vector in earth 
frame coordinates, and then coordinatizing in geographic 
coordinates: 
'L angular velocity of the earth frame with 
respect to the inertial frame, coordinatized 
in inertial axes. 
Thus the computed earth referenced velocity-is .given by: 
Defining the velocity wrror, I_ 6v, by: 
and making use of Eqs ( 4 8 )  and ( 4 9 )  to find an expression 
for  the computed coordinate transformation matrix yieiiis: 
( 4 4 d )  
n n  6v" = en(& - n i  6 2 )  + I- 8 v - -1 - ie- 
-54- 
! 2. Geographic Computation Frame -.- 
, 
The derivation of the error equat,ons for the con guration 
of Fig. 2 proceeds in a straightforward manner from the ex- 
pression for specific force in geographic axes, - fn. To ob- 
tain this expression, one starts with the expression on pg.6 
for C? fi and Ecj ( 3 4 )  Which is an expression for - Gn: 
-1 - 
cj -i - Gn = -g cn -1 c .  - r - 
ince 
where 
D % deviation of t h e  normal, 
I 
* 2  . .. +ri )cos D + (rL2-r)sin D + rh cos L sin L- g 4 I g g  
I * 2  .. - ( 2 ; ~  +rL )sin D + (rL2-r)cos D + rh cos L cos L ,  
3 g g  g 9 -. 
I ? 
It is desirable to write the above expression as a function 
of the components of zn. Thus, E? (34) is substituted, no- 
ting that = li + uie, yielding: 
-55- 
Note carefully that the only approximation made so far has 
been the small angle assumptions involved in calculating the 
deflection of the vertical terms. 
We next express the above relationship as a function of the 
g-graphic lat i tude ,  L. This is accomplished by series ex- 
pansion vith an accuracy consistent with the deflection of 
the vertical terms. We will hherefore choose to retain terms 
with magnitbde greater than 2 x lO-’g. 
of the various terms in the expression for specific force de- 
pend on the motion of the vehicle, let us agree that the fol- 
lowing data represent maximum values of vehicle motion: 
Since the magnitudes 
.. .. 
= 0.Fg - rLmax - rAmax 
= 100 ft/sec rrnax 
= A  = 1.6 x rad/sec Lmax max 
.. 
r = 2g max 
These values correspond to those which one would expect to 
encounter in an aircraft application stlch as the supersonic 
transport, Obviously, if one has a different application, 
such as a ship navigation system, certain of the higher order 
terms in the expression for the specific force need not be 
retained. 
It can be shown that the deviation of the normal can be cal- 
culated with an accuzacy on the order of 2 <e; via the fol- 
lowing equation: 
% D = e sin 2L 
. 
fn= 
-56- 
.- - .. 
rLL + Lr (i2-02 )sin 2~ + 2i1,i - gesin 2~ - 3ersin 2~ L O 2  - E4 
rRXcos L - ~ r ~ ~ ~ s i n  L + 2rQ~cos L + 
2 R  ie 
.. .. * .  
z 
Thus, it is immediately seen that the approximations: 
Y  -02  L i  g 1 I 2 R  
% 
'L 
% 
cos D = 1 
sin D = e sin 2L 
sin L = (1 - 2 e cos2 L)sin L 
cos I, 9% = (1 + 2 e sin2  cos L 
g 
can be made in the expression for fn without violating the 
aforementioned accuracy criteria. Thus: 
- 
where, in the above, 
r CL = r(l + 2 e sin2 L) R 
* .  
lrR~cos.. 2rRLhsin .. nQ 
'L radius of curvature in comeridian 
plane 
We next substitute the relationships : 
L = L - D = L - e s i n 2 L  
9 
'2 .. 
L = (1 - 2 e cos ~ L ) L  + 4 e sin 2~ L 
g 
bivins: 
7 
- 2  2 2 rL 02 .. .. - r - rLLesin 2L + rQ(X -Wie)cos L + - L r 
. 
- .. 
rLL 
.. 
.. 
-57- 
where : 
% r = r(1 - 2 e cos 2L) L 
Q radius of curvature in meridian plane. 
If compensation is provided f o r  t h e  Coriolis and cross 
coupling terms in Eq ( 4 5 ) ,  then, 
- 59 
cos L 
- 9  
and it is evident that L and h can be found by double inte- 
gration of the north and east specific force measurements, 
respectively. The computation scheme appears in Fig. 8. 
-58- 
,n ' 
=i COMPENSATION 
! 
Fig. 8 Local Geographic Computation Scheme 
In Fig. 8, it was noted that the Earth-referenced velocity, 
coordinatized in navigational axes is given by (to an accuracy of 
better than 0.1 ft/sec for aircraft altitudes) z 
1 jrL i, - A e sin 2L I 
The computed specific force is transformed from the geocentric 
inertial to computed geographic coordinates via the transformation: 
- sin Lc cos Ac - sin Lc sin Xc cos L, 
- sin Xc cos xc 0 
- cos Lc cos xc - cos L- u sin Xc  -sin Lc 
i 
-59- 
Substitution of the error quantities 
= L + 6L and A c  = X + 6A 
LC 
and expansion yields: 
where 
-6A sin L 6L 
0 6 h  cos L 
i o  I -6L -6X cos L 0 6A sin I, t i - 
Note that we could have j u s t  as well Droceeded to expand the 
above expression in the form: 
n i  c? = c. cil = cn11 + - ei] -1 -1 -1 - 
where 
Thus the expression for computed specific force coordinattzed 
in computed geographic axes is found by multiplying Eq ( 4 3 )  
by Eq (49) ,yielding: 
fn'= cn 6fa + [I + 0" + -1 C? - ZiCi -n + Cn,Da -a - -n Cat+ Cn,Aa -a - -n Ca']fn - (50) -c - a ' -  
Equating the appropriate components of Eq (50) to the computed 
north and east elements of Eq (45) gives: 
(51a) 
** 1 02 2 T n' L + - r (Xc-wie)sin 915 = rT. c 2 2, 
-C 
-2 L -r e sin 2Lc-3er:sin 2LcLc 
e l .. 
2Lc+2r Lc c c C 
e 
e 
e o  .. T n'- L A sin Lc+2r2 Accos Lc 
C c 
- 92% 
-60- 
Now the  computed ci.,:rc=&ians r'or t!ic r d i i  of curvature .  are 
g iven by : 
= r (1 - 2e  cos 2Lc) 
r = r (1 + 2 e  s i n  Lc) 
C 
C 
rL 
2 
C 
RC 
But, from page 465 ,  2nd Eq (221, 
rc= r i- ha 
OC 
= re ( l  - e s i n 2  Lc) + h + 6h 
= r , ( l  - e s i n 2  L) + h + 6h 
= r + 6 h  
Thus 
r = r [ l  - 2e cos 2 ( L  + 6L)I + 6h 
LC 
2 = r [ l  + 2e s i n  (L + 6 L ) l  + bh 
C 
or 
rL 2 rL + 6h 
C 
2 + 6h =a - 
C 
(51 c)  
(511.6) 
(51. e )  
If equations (51c) , (5ld) and (51e) ar.2 the  error quant i t i e s :  
LC = L + 6 L  and Xc = X + 6 h  
are subst i tuted i n t o  E q s  (51a) and (51b), there r e s u l t s :  
. 
6 
-61- 
.. Pa- T fn - ng + rR cos L 6~ + 2[;g cos L - rQ i sin L I ~ X  9 2  -c - 92 - 
.. - 2 rR i sin L b i  - [re x sin L + 2 rk le i cos L + 2SQ A S ~ ~ L I G L  
.. 
+ 2 i cos I, 6fi + [A cos L - 2 ]e i\ sin L l b h  (52b) 
Certain of the terms in Eqs (52a) and (52b) are seen to have negli- 
gible magnitude ( C  2 x 10-5g) if the vehicle motion can be 
described by the data on page 55 and if, in addition, the follow- 
ing error data is postulated: 
c "1 
= 10 min = 2.9 x rad - GLmax - 6Amax 
0 0 
= 3.6 x loe6 rad/sec - - 6Lmax - 6Xmax - bLmaxWs 
2 .. .. - - w2 = 4.5 x LO-' rad/sec Lmax - "max - bLmax s 
= 2000 ft. 6hmaX 
= 2.5 ft/sec 6hmax = 6hmaxws 
Thus : 
.. - 2r i sin L 6; - r[A sin L + 2i X cos L I ~ L  
.. 
+ 2 i  cos L 6h + X cos L bh (52d) 
Substituting Eq (50) into (52c) and (52d) and multiplication of 
the - -  en fn product yields: 
.. .. .. 
r 6~ + (r + g ) b L  + r i sin 2~ si, + + r(X sin 2~ - 4ii sin2 L ) ~ X  = 
I 
-62- 
.. .. .. 
r cos L 6~ + 2[; cos L - r i, sin LI s i  + [(r+g)cos L - r L sin L 
I .. .. 
+ 2r e sin2L cos LI 6~ - 2r i sin L si, r(X sin L + 2i, i cos L ) ~ L  = 
.. 
~ X cos L 6h (53b) 
The above equations give the latitude and longitude errors for 
arbitrary vehicle motion for the space stabilized system which 
computes in geographic coordinates. These coupled linear time 
varying equations are not as simple as those obtained for compu- 
tation in inertial coordinates (Eq. 44). 
For the case of a stationary system: 
and equations (53a) and (53b) simplify to the coupled 
equations: 
linear 
T n i  n &fa + q [C. 2 ci + SI 2 -n 2 6~ + ws 6~ + wie sin 2~ s i  = -os 5 + $ql caI - -1 -1 - 
(Da - + Aa)Ca']f] - -n 
sec L T n 2 tan L 6~ = sec L + 7 {CJ2 GI 6.fa + .. 6 h  + us 6X - 2Wie 
where : 
Noting that the characteristic equation for equations 
given by : 
( 5 4 )  is 
("ie 2 2 2 2 2 2  
("S 
* = (p + us) p4 + 2w3l + 2(-1 sin L1 P + us
-63- 
Where p = - 
latitude and longitude channels is on the order of the Earth's 
ellipticity--a rather weak effect. This coupling arises from the 
computation of the Coriolis terms for accelerometer compensation 
as can be seen if the equations are derived assuming perfect com- 
pensation. 
teristic equation can be shown1* to be the same as the character- 
istic equation for a Schuler-tuned Foucault pendulum. Thus we 
would expect that the error response resulting from the simul- 
taneous solution of equations (54) would contain modulation at the 
Foucault frequency. 
the vertical projection of Earth rate. 
it is seen that the cross coupling between the dt ' 
As a matter of fact, the above fourth order charac- 
That is, at a frequency given by wie sin L, 
Since equations (54a) and (54b) are Laplace transformable, it is 
convenient to express the equations in signal flow diagram form. 
Taking the Laplace transformation: 
L s2 6X - s 6 X ( O )  - 6 i ( O )  + os2 6'i; - 2 Wie tan L[S 6'z - SL(O)I = 
Where it was noted that: 
Equations (54c) and (54d) can be arranged in the signal flow 
diagram shown in Figure (9) 
, 
n 
n 
0 
4 
Y) 
Y 
k: 
Y) 
rn 
I4 
m 
0 
I 0 
rn 
0 + u 
0 + 
Y 
rn -*x 
n 1 
Y 
-4 
(0 
-64- i 12 I 
1- 
I 
$6- 0 
+I+ W 
n 
0 
Y 
4 
I 
W 
Id 
W 
m 
+ 
e 
0 +- 
*A 
+ w  
rn 
i . 
. 
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C .  Solution of Differential Equations 
1. Latitude and Longitude Errors for Constant Gylto Drift 
Equation ( 4 4 1 ,  trhicn represents the  error response 
for the space stabilizeci inertial navigation system 
which computes in geocentric inertial coordinates, is 
a linear, uncoupled vector differential equation with 
constant coefficients. Thus, any one of the familiar 
linear analysis techniques can be employed. 
lustrate the computations involved, t ake  sftuatloq 
which will both illustrate tile solutiun of the dif- 
ferential equation and will serve as a comparison be- 
tween the two computational frames. 
To il- 
If gyro  drift is taken to be the sole error source, ’ 
Eq ( 4 4 )  becomes 
where the elements of - Da are given by 
dk = wkt. k = x ,  y ,  z 
Since skew symmetric matrices transform under a simi- 
larity transformation t o  another skew symmetric matrix 
whose elements are coordinatized in t h e  new frame, the 
above equation can be written: 
-66- 
For the stationary case, (R = R,I X = wiet) 
I _. i"0s L cos Wietl
= g j c o s  L sin uietl 
f ! .. sin L .. . i 
fi =,i fn = ci - -n - -n 
sin L cos uiet-1 
lsin L s i n  w t ie 
ri I- 
' - =  g F -  - g T z  
t 
! -cos L - .. - I 
where D, the deviation of the normal, (not to be confuszd w i t h  
the drift matrix, 9 )  is defined by 
D = L - L q  (see Fig. 1) 
Since the maximum value of the deviation of the normal is on 
the order of the earth's ellipticity or 1/297 the product of 
the deviation of the normal and the elements of the drift matrix 
are second order. 
Thus, Eq (55) becomes: 
2 i i  a i i  + u2 ari = u D r - s -  s -  - 
The solution of Eq ( 5 6 )  is of the form: 
. . -  . . 1. > 
(56) 
(57) 
. .  
.. 
-67- 
T h i s  somewhat s u r p r i s i n g  r e s u l t  emerges because t h e  frequency 
con ten t  of the f o r c i n g  fundt ion  of Eq (56)  is a t  a much lower 
frequency than  t h a t  of t h e  systen mode ( i n  f a c t  - s = 1 7 )  and - s 
I; 2 17,000 for  uk = 1 meru). 
The 
r a d i u s  aa t io  as: 
w Q  w 
w i e  w 
l a t i t u d e  error is given by n o r t h  error component - e a r t h  
Rewriting: 
or 
n 
T D" r 
r 6L = CY .... -L1 - (59) 
Longitude error is given by t h e  east error component - e q u a t o r i a l  
earth r a d i u s  p r o j e c t i o n r s 5 o  as: 
n 
where g2 is  t h e  v e c t o r  { o t l , o } =  
Rewriting: 
i 
sec L = sT ~n D~ I- r sec L = q2 s: 6A = q2 si y-- i i r" cn 'I' 
r i 6 r  T n -  
2 -1 - 
or 
-68- 
I 
From Eqs. (38) , (59)  , and ( 6 1 ) ,  t he  l a t i t u d e  and longi tude  
error for  t h e  case of cons tan t  gyro d r i f t  is given by: 
6L = dyn 
6A = - dxn sec L 
where dyn and cixn are t h e  e f f e c t i v e  d r i f t  rates about t h e  
east and nor th  axes. If one can assume t h a t  t h e  gyro inpu t  
axes are i n i t i a l l y  a l igned  with geocen t r i c  i n e r t i a l  axes ,  
6L = - s i n  w i e t  w t + cos w i e t  w t ( 6 4 )  
x Y 
6X = cos w i e t  t a n  L w x t  + s i n  w i e t  t a n  L w t - w Z t  (65) Y 
t h  where w k f  k = x , y f z ,  i s  t h e  d r i f t  r a t e  associated with k 
gyro,Equations (54k) znd (54b) describe t h e  error response 
f o r  t h e  case of computation i n  local geographic L:oordinates 
for a s t a t i o n a r y  system. 
t o  be: 
The response t o  gyro d r i f t  i s  seen 
1 T =n Da Ca’fn 
-n - - 2 
.. 
6~ + us &L + uie s i n  2~ a i  = C J ~  -a, 
sec L gT cn Da Cat f n  
2 -a’- -n - tan L si, = 2 
.. 
6A + ws 6X - 2Wie 
S ince  t h e  above equat ions can be r e w r i t t e n  as: 
. -  
j0 
6L + os 2 61, + wie s i n  2L 6 i  = - qT nn =+dyn w 2  (66) .. -1 - 
- -  
0 
2 
t a n  L = - 9; Dn - sec L = - dxn ws sec L (67 )  2 
-69- 
Solution of Eqs. (66) and (67) yields Eqs. (64) and (65) as results 
(if Coriolis compensation is assumed to be perfect). Thus, the 
error response for gyro drift is seen to be the same, to at least 
first order accuracy, for computation in either the geocentric 
inertial or local geographic coordinate frames. Equations (64) 
and (65) are plotted in Figure 10 for the case of equal drift 
rates for each gyroscope. The reader is referred to Ref. ( 9 ) ,  for 
a more comprehensive treatment of the effects of gyro drift. 
2. Level and Azimuth Errors for Constant Gyro Drift 
In a space stabilized system, components of the system geocentric 
position vector can be computed in geocentric inertial axes. 
From this knowledge and a clock, latitude and longitude are com- 
puted. 
frame to the inertial frame is available via the transformation 
of Eq. (48). It can be inferred that knowledge of the vertical 
is implicitly contained in this transformation. One is, in fact, 
tempted to associate directly the appropriate elements of the 
- 8" matrix of Eq. (49) with the level and azimuth errors. The 
inadequacy of this association is illustrated by an example. 
Thus the coordinate transformation relating the geographic 
To fix ideas, let us say that the platform is being used as a 
reference to measure some physical quantity such as specific 
force, which would be the case for an airborne gravimeter appli- 
cation(8). 
tized in the computed geographic frame, is given by 
From E q .  (SO), the computed specific force, coordina- 
f"' = fn + cn 6fa + [en + Cn Zi Ci + Cn (Da + Aa) Ca] fn -n -a - - -1 - -c -n - - - a -  - 
Note that the primed sub and superscripts have been deleted on 
the right-hand side of this equation since second order error 
quantities are involved. 
-70- 
There is a direct association between the level and azimuth errors 
and the terms of the bracketed expression of Eq (68). It is seen 
from Eq (49) that the gn matrix is a function of the latitude and 
longitude errors which are, in turn, a function of the error 
sources. Thus, to evaluate the bracketed term in Eq (68), it is 
necessary to write - 8” as an explicit function of the error sources. 
As can be seen from inspection of E q s  ( 4 4 ) ,  (52), or ( 5 4 ) ,  the 
solution of the appropriate equations and their substitution into 
Eq (68) is not likely to be analytically tractable. Furthemore, 
the presence of the diagonal scale factor error matrix, ia# shows 
that the bracketed term is not a skew symetric matrix. 
For the purposes of exposition, suppose that the predominant error 
source is gyro drift, which is generally found to be the case for 
a properly designed inertial system. In this case, Eq (68) becomes: 
The off diagonal elements of [On - + - Dn] can be directly associated 
with the level and azimuth errors. 
That is : 
= north level error = + 6X cos L + dxn 
= azimuth error = - 6X sin L + dzn 
yN 
y z  
YE = east level error = - 6L f dyn 
But from E q s  (62) and (63) 
YN = 0 
YE 0 
5 = + dxn tan L + dzn 
-71- 
If one can again assume that  the gyro inpu t  axes a r e  i n i t i a l l y  
a l igned  w i t h  geocen t r i c  i n e r t i a l  axes, t h e  azimuth error is  
given by : 
=-sec L ( w  t cos w t + w t s i n  uiet) yz X i e  Y 
Equation (71) i s  p l o t t e d  w i t h  the  l a t i t u d e  and l o n g i t u d e  errors 
i n  F i g .  13. 
It  is seen, t h e r e f o r e ,  t h a t  t he  space s t a b i l i z e d  system y i e l d s  
l a t i t u d e ,  longi tude ,  and azimuth errors which a r e  roughly pro- 
p o r t i o n a l  t o  t h e  phys ica l  platform misalignnient. 
e r r o r s ,  however, are seen t o  be free of t h i s  long t e r m  growth. 
A more detailed a n a l y s i s  would show t h a t  the l e v e l  errors os- 
c i l la te  about t h e  v e r t i c a l  w i t h  t h e  Schuler per iod  i n  an ana&o= 
gous f a sh ion  t o  a phys ica l  platform sys ten .  
The l e v e l  
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cos L [cos(ao + Wie 
g 
(io + Wie) 
i . 2  sin wst 8r - cos L Isin(io + uie)t - w _.
3.Altimeter Caused Errors - 
36h0 
Comparison of Eq ( 5 4 )  with ( 4 4 )  reveals that the altimeter error 
response for a system computing in local geographic coordinates 
differs considerably from that of a system computing in geocen- 
tric inertial coordinates. Taking the case of a stationary sys- 
tem, it is seen that the geocentric inejctial computational sys- 
tem is affected by altimeter uncertainty, while the local geogra 
phic computational system is not. 
Treating the altitude uncertainty as the sole source of error, 
the differential equation Zescribihg the error response for the 
system which computes in inertial axes is given by: 
If we consider the case of altimeter bias for constant velocitv 
motion at constant latitude as was done in Section UB, the solu- 
tion to Eq (72 )  is given by Eq ( 2 5 )  as: 
where 
io 'L constant terrestrial longitude rate 
6h 'L constant altimeter error. 0 
c 
-74- 
From Eqs. (44a) and (44~1, the latitude and longitude errors are 
given by: 
6rn T- &L = gl, 
and 
6rn T -  
= 9 2  r cos L 
Carrying out the required transformation, neglecting the higher 
order terms as usual, yields: 
i0+WiS 
sin ( l i  +wie) t sin wstI 
0 
&L = - - 3- 6ho sin ~ L I  [l-cos(io+wie)t~cos wst- 
(73) S 
2 r  
6h0 !io+wie 
= 3 -[sin(io+w. r le )t cos wst - -----cos(io+wie)t w sin wSt] (74) 
S 
The azimuth error is given by t h e  z component of the - 8" matrix 
of Eq. (49). Thus: 
$,= - 6X sin L 
io+wie 
= - 3 sin -[sin(io+wie)t 6ho cos w s t -  cos(io+wie)t sin wSt] (75)  
If we calculate the latitude error using Eq. (44b) which implies 
rc = r + ha, we get: 
OC 
( 7 6 )  6ho 3 6 ~ *  = 2 tan L(l - cos wst) 
Equations ( 7 3 ) ,  ( 7 4 ) ,  ( 7 5 ) ,  and (76)  are plotted in Figure 11. 
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